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**QUESTION: 123**
Which is a valid Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) mode in Unix?

A. Login mode  
B. Client mode  
C. Server mode  
D. Password mode

**Answer: D**

**QUESTION: 124**
Given an OLTP environment with a very large table, which configuration parameter can be set to allocate more memory for sorting when building an index on the large table?

A. DBUPSPACE 
B. DS_POOLSIZE 
C. VP_MEMORY_CACHE_KB 
D. DS_NONPDQ_QUERY_MEM

**Answer: D**

**QUESTION: 125**
Given the following:
### Question 126
Which statement is valid about Data consolidation using send-only replicates?

A. You can have more than one target server.
B. You cannot modify a server to change its mode to send-only.
C. You cannot use this replicate for tables that include TimeSeries columns.
D. You need to define a different replicate for each send-only primary server.

**Answer:** C

### Question 127
Which Informix utility can be used to customize the onconfig file?

A. ifxdeploy
B. genoncfg
C. dbaccess
D. onparams
**Question:** 128
The DBA updated the uto_crsd?Scheduler task in the SYSADMIN database with the following SQL commands:

```
UPDATE ph_task SET tk_enable = WHERE tk_name = uto_crsd
UPDATE ph_task SET tk_enable = WHERE tk_name = uto_crsd
UPDATE ph_threshold SET value = WHERE name = UTODEFRAG_ENABLED
UPDATE ph_threshold SET value = WHERE name = ?UTOCOMPRESSION_ENABLED
UPDATE ph_threshold SET value = WHERE name = UTODEFRAG_ENABLED
UPDATE ph_threshold SET value = WHERE name = UTOCOMPRESSION_ROWS
UPDATE ph_threshold SET value = WHERE name = UTOCOMPRESSION_ROWS
```

What will be the effect of auto_crsd database scheduler task on the tables?

A. Compress all tables with less than 5000 rows.
B. Compress and defragment tables with more than 5000 uncompressed rows.
C. Compress, repack and shrink tables with more than 5000 uncompressed rows.
D. Do not compress, repack, shrink and defragment any table with more than 5000 rows.

**Answer:** C

**Question:** 129
You are running an UPDATE statement on a table using dbaccess. What kind of lock type is expected?

A. Byte
B. Update
C. Shared
D. Exclusive

**Answer:** D
QUESTION: 130
When using the deployment assistant, which two statements are true? (Choose two.)

A. A java environment must be configured.
B. The Informix user account must be used.
C. Chunks can be raw devices or buffered files.
D. The user must have connect permission to all databases.
E. The user must have connect privilege to sysadmin database.

Answer: A, E
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